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A B S T R A C T

In this study, calcium doped Li7La3Zr2O12 (LLZO) were synthesized as a candidate for the solid state electrolyte
material according to the Li7-2x CaxLa3Zr2O12 (LCLZO) general formula where x has the value "1.0" and also the
parent material for the sample series of Li5Ca1- xGaxLa3Zr2O12. Crystal and electronic properties of the LCLZO
materials were studied in two steps; Ca2+ substitution to Li+ coordinations and Ga3+ substitution to Ca2+

coordinations. Analysis confirmed that a calcium sit in two lithium coordinations, however, the Ca2+ doped
LCLZO material were determined in tetragonal structure, not cubic, which has lower properties for battery
electrolytes. In the second step of the study, with the attempt of the substitution of the Ga3+ ions to the Ca2+

coordinations, the phase of the tetragonal LCLZO structures changed to cubic LCLZO structure. According to the
XAS analysis of the O K-edge spectra, it is determined that oxygen coodinations are the main role player in the
samples and cause the formation of the “Li5GaO4” structures with the Ga3+ substitution.

1. Introduction

Due to the high energy storage capability, lithium ion batteries (LIB)
have a high demand especially in the technology where mobility is
needed. Solid state batteries are the most desired rechargeable battery
type due to their more powerful, safe and efficient energy storage
properties than the standard polymer based liquid electrolyte batteries.
The main reason for its popularity comes from its being safe from the
nonflammability and reduced risk for the leakage [1,2]. Scientific stu-
dies aimed to develop the performances of the solid state batteries with
better properties such as good chemical stability, high ionic con-
ductivity and low interface resistance. Li containing oxide materials
which has more than three lithium ion are reported to be the most
desired solid state electrolyte materials [1]. Li7La3Zr2O12 (LLZO) is one
of the most popular solid state electrolyte material which is reported as
a garnet type with chemical stability and high ionic conductivity [3].
The LLZO materials crystallize in two different geometry; tetragonal
and cubic as shown in Figs. 1a, b and 2a, b, respectively [4]. The
drawings in Figs. 1 and 2 are prepared at Vesta software [5]. The

tetragonal form of the LLZO materials formed in "I41/acd" space group
and shows lower ionic conductivity at room temperatures (RT) (∼ 10-6
S cm-1). However, the cubic form of the LLZO materials is reported
with its high Li ionic conductivity, thermal and chemical stability that
makes it a promising material as a solid state electrolyte [1]. The ionic
conductivity in the cubic form of the LLZO materials, is reported as
depending on the vacany concentrations, coordination numbers of the
Li ions, strength and length of the lithium oxygen bonds, micro-
structures of the sample and the amount of the mobile charge carriers.
Cubic LLZO is

also reported unstable with cubic polymorph structure at RT which
can be stabilized by doping of the Al3+, Ga3+ and Fe3+ cations [6]. In
2011, the stabilization process of the LLZO structure with cubic geo-
metry was first studied by the Al3+ ions. A complementary study was
performed by using Ga3+ ions and successful stabilization of the cubic
LLZO was also reported [7].

In this paper, the influence of the Ga3+ cation substitution in the
LLZO structure is studied indirectly through the Li7-2x CaxLa3Zr2O12

(LCLZO) material where calcium (Ca2+) sit in the lithium coordinations
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and it is treated as the parent oxide material for further steps which is
also a candidate for solid state batteries electrolyte. Second step of the
study is to probe the influences of Ga3+ cation substitution in the cal-
cium coordinations. The material Li7-2x CaxLa3Zr2O12 make the study
with a special content due to calcium doping in the conventional LLZO
structure. Calcium in the LLZO materials posseses Ca2+ ionic state
which means calcium occupies two Li+ ion coordinations, but the
substituted gallium atoms in

the sample (in the second step) posseses Ga3+ ionization. So, the
study became an interesting aspect both to probe the influence of gal-
lium on calcium sites and also to probe the effects of Ga3+ ions in
calcium environment where a different ionization of gallium enforced
to sit in the coordination in the means of crystal and electronic prop-
erties.

The study carried out mainly on x-ray based techniques such as x-
ray powder diffraction (XPRD), x-ray absorption (XAS) and x-ray ab-
sorption fine structure (XAFS) spectroscopy to probe crystal structure
and electronic structure properties of the calcium and gallium sub-
stituted LLZO solid state electrolyte materials.

2. Experimental

The Ca and Ga substituted LLZO sample series with the general
formula Li5Ca1- xGaxLa3Zr2O12 (x; 0.00, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15 and 0.20) were
synthesized by sol-gel method from the stoichiometric proportions of
Li2O, La2O3, ZrO2, CaCO3, Ga2O3 powder compounds

(Sigma-Aldrich with high purity> 99.99%). The reagent powders
mixed and stirred at a magnetic stirrer at 1000 rpm for 2 hours in

Fig. 1. Crystal Structure of the tetragonal LLZO structure; a) Ball and stick form; O (Red Sphere), Li (Green Sphere), La(Blue Sphere), Zr (Yellow sphere) b) Polyhedra
form.

Fig. 2. Crystal Structure of the cubic LLZO structure; a) Ball and stick form; O (Red Sphere), Li/Ca (Blue Sphere), La (White Sphere), Zr (Yellow sphere) b) Polyhedra
form.
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ethanol. The mixture than dissolved in diluted HNO3 and stirred 1 h at
room temperature. After 1 h stirring, the solution continued to stirring
at 110°C until the gel form obtained. Than, ethylene glycol is added to
stabilize the gel and gel dried in air at 150°C until a pure brownish
powder formed. Dried powders were ground in an agate mortar and
sintered in the furnace up to 450°C with 5°C min-1 rate for 6 h. After the
first annealing process, powders were ground in agate mortar and an-
nealed second time in the furnace up to 1000 °C for 12 h, and white fine
powders of the Li5Ca1-xGaxLa3Zr2O12 material were obtained.

XRD patterns were taken with Bruker D8 Advance x-ray dif-
fractometer using Cu Kα radiation (= 1.54059 Å) to identify the crystal
structure properties of the prepared solid state electrolyte materials.
The powder diffraction pattern analysis were also supported by the
analysis of the EXAFS (Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure) data
extracted from the collected XAFS spectra. XAFS technique in the hard
x-ray region can provide useful tools for electronic and crystal structure
study. The measurements were performed for Ca K-edge of the LCLZO
samples at Beamline-BL8:XAS of Siam Photon Laboratory (SPL)
Synchrotron Radiation facility in Nakhon Ratschasima, Thailand [8].
The beamline BL8 operates for the technique x-ray absorption spec-
troscopy. The beamline serves a high flux light from a bending magnet
and has an energy range from 1.25 keV to 10 keV. The measurements
were performed at the room temperature in transmission mode.

As a complementary study on the electronic structure properties of
the LCLZO samples, data were collected by the x-ray absorption spec-
troscopy (XAS) at Elettra synchrotron radiation facility (Trieste, Italy)
for the elements (La and O) by using soft x-rays. La M5,4-edge and O K-
edge absorption spectroscopy measurements were performed at the
BACH beamline in TEY (Total Electron Yield) mode at room tempera-
ture and under ultra- high vacuum (UHV) (∼10-10 Torr) conditions.
BACH beamline delivers light in the extreme UV-soft x-ray photon en-
ergy range from 35 eV to 1650 eV. The light has selectable polarization
for experimental processes (linear horizontal and vertical, circular and
elliptical) [9].

3. Results and Discussion

Crystal structure properties of the Ga susbtituted LCLZO samples
were initially studied with the taken XRD patterns as shown in Fig. 3.
To determine the crystal structure properties of the samples, in details,
Rietveld analysis were performed by the Rietveld analysis software
MAUD which is a diffraction/reflectivity analysis code [10]. Analysis
results for each sample are presented in Table 1.

In Fig. 3, all sample patterns have similar strong reflection peaks
and highlights the formation of the crystal structure of LLZO (tetragonal

or cubic) in all samples, entirely or partially. Both tetragonal and cubic
LLZO structures have powerful peak intensities at the same 2θ degrees,
like 28.9, 30.6, 33.3, 47.8, 56.7 etc. To define the exact crystal structure
properties Li5Ca1-xGaxLa3Zr2O12 sample series, Rietveld analysis should
be performed. The characteristic tetragonal peaks in LCLZO sample
diminished in Ga substituted samples and new peaks appeared em-
phasizing a different crystal structure formed with the substitution of
the Ga atoms. The sample for x= 0.15 has broadened peak structure
among substituted samples like the tetragonal LCLZO. According to the
analysis results given in Table 1, parent LCLZO sample was determined
in tetragonal geometry with " I41/acd" space group. The lattice para-
meters for the sample are; a: 14.680 Å and c: 18.680 Å. Despite large
ionic radii, the Ca2+ ions sat successfully in Li + coordinations by
eliminating two Li + to achieve the electronic stability. However, cal-
cium doping in the LCLZO structure cause the samples to form in tet-
ragonal geometry instead of the cubic geometry. So, Ga3+ substitution
became more precious to study its influence around its neighborhood.

With the substitution of gallium ions, change in the peak numbers
and features in the XRD patterns were observed which means that the
doped samples became polycrystalline. According to the analysis, Ga3+

ions refused to sit in the Ca2+ coordinations and tend to form isolated
oxide structure " Li5GaO4" with orthorhombic geometry and " C222"
space group. The drawing of the Li5GaO4 is given in Fig. 4.

Despite the smaller ionic radius of Ga3+ (0.062 nm) and Ca2+

(0.099 nm), the formation of the isolated Li5GaO4 oxide complex is due
to the lack of electronic compensation by Ga3+ in Ca2+ coordinations,
where an extra Li+ ion (0.068 nm) should be absent in the LCLZO
structure. So, Ga3+ ions tend to construct more stable Li5GaO4 oxide
instead of being a part in the LCLZO structure, which is reported to
crystallizes in α-type at low temperatures and β-type at high tempera-
tures both with orthorhombic crystal geometry. Li5GaO4 is also re-
ported as a solid state electrolyte material with glass type and show
high ionic conductivity at moderate temperatures [11]. Both structures
(α-type and β-type) are similar to an order seen in Li2O materials and a
typical electrical conductivity of the α-type has value 2×10-5

(ohm.cm)-1 at 300 K.
In the study, gallium was chosen as the doping element due to its

successful applications in LLZO solid state electrolyte materials as re-
ported in literature [12]. Gallium has one oxidation state and has in-
equal charge (+3) different from the host element Ca with +2 charge.
As tetragonal geometry formed in the LCLZO samples by calcium, the
main question was; "Do Ga3+ atoms sit in the Ca2+ coordinations and
forced the structure to build up a stable cubic LCLZO structure via a
phase transition? or not". Accordingly, the analysis should give an an-
swer to the following question "if Ga3+ ions sit in Ca2+ coordinations,
what would the Ca2+ sites respond to the reorganization mechanism in
the LCLZO material?". With the analysis of the XRD patterns of the
substituted samples, it is observed that gallium ions preferred to build
up isolated Li5GaO4 oxide structures and forced calcium containing
molecules change their geometry from tetragonal to more stable cubic
structure, probably due to reorganization in oxygen coordinations. To
see another aspect of gallium substitution with the change in the crystal
size. Average crystallite sizes are estimated via the Scherrer's formula
by using the XRD patterns of the samples [13]. Scherrer's formula is
given as;

A=Kλ/(βcosθ) (1)
In the Scherrer's formula, A denotes the average crystallite size, K is

the Scherrer constant (0.94 for cubic structure), λ is the wavelength of
the x-rays used (0.154056 nm for Cu Kα), θ is the Bragg angle, and β is
the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the diffraction. The esti-
mated average crystallite sizes for the Ga-substituted LCLZO materials
are given in Fig. 5. A change in the average crystallite sizes of the series
was observed between 16.3 to 57.1 nm. Minimum crystallite sizes were
determined for unsubstituted tetragonal LCLZO and 15% Ga substituted
samples as 16.3 and 16.8, respectively. Both of

the samples confronted with broadened peak features of the XRD
Fig. 3. XRD patterns of the sample series have a high agreement at the strong
reflection peaks.
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pattern among the samples as a result of the smaller grains at the sur-
face became more than in the bulk. Smaller grains may yield an in-
crease in the peak broadening and also reduction in the peak intensities
due to the presence of more disordered crystals. This phenomena is
confirmed by the more smooth and more sharp spectral feature of the
XRD patterns of the samples for x= 0.05, 0.10 and 0.20 which have at
least three times bigger crystallite sizes.

The electronic structure study would help us to understand the
crystal structure mechanisms occuring in the samples as a result of the
Ga3+ substitution, and it is aimed to enlight the molecular interplays
and its influences on the crystal properties. In such a case study, the
XAFS technique is the best solution which can provide us useful data to
study both properties. XAFS measurements for the Ga substituted
LCLZO samples were performed at room temperature in transmission
mode for Ca K-edge at BL8:XAS of SPL. Calcium was chosen as the
source atom in the material due to its sensitivity to Ga doping process.
Before from a measurement, calibrations were performed with a metal
foil or pure substance of the interested element or any other element
which has the same conditions for ionization chambers during the
measurements. The collected XAFS data are treated mainly in two parts;
XANES (XAS in near-edge) and EXAFS (Extended-XAFS). In the XANES
part collected data provide us information about the chemical

Table 1
Rietveld analysis results of the Li5Ca1-xGaxLa3Zr2O12 (x; 0.00, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15 and 0.20) series.

Substitution
(Li5Ca1-xGaxLa2Zr2O12)

Crystal α β γ a b c Geometry SG %

x=0.00 Li5Ca2La3Zr2O12 90 90 90 14.680 14.680 18.680 Tetragonal I41/acd:2 100

x= 0.05 Li5Ca2La3Zr2O12 90 90 90 11.615 11.615 11.615 Cubic I-43d 95
Li5GaO4 90 90 90 10.566 7.643 5.246 Orthorhombic C222 05

x= 0.10 Li5Ca2La3Zr2O12 90 90 90 12.977 12.977 12.977 Cubic I-43d 90
Li5GaO4 90 90 90 10.479 7.826 5.301 Orthorhombic C222 10

x= 0.15 Li5Ca2La3Zr2O12 90 90 90 12.773 12.773 12.773 Cubic I-43d 85
Li5GaO4 90 90 90 10.497 7.892 5.373 Orthorhombic C222 15

x= 0.20 Li5Ca2La3Zr2O12 90 90 90 12.980 12.980 12.980 Cubic I-43d 80
Li5GaO4 90 90 90 10.518 7.891 5.374 Orthorhombic C222 20

Fig. 4. Crystal structure of the ortrhorhombic Li5GaO4 with C222 space group [5].
a) Vertical view; O (red), Ga (green), Li (purple) b) Diagonal view

Fig. 5. The estimated average crystallite sizes for the Ga-substituted LCLZO
materials.
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environment, electronic structure and bonding. Besides, the region
placed just below the main absorption edge, known as the “pre- edge”,
is so sensitive to the anomalies in the sample structure such as for-
bidden transitions, crystal disorders, asymmetries.

In Fig. 6, normalized Ca K-edge absorption spectra of the Li5Ca1-
xGaxLa3Zr2O12 series are shown. As the substitution in the LLZO ma-
terial occurs at Ca coordinations, the electronic structure study on the
calcium atoms and response of its environment to Ga substitution can
be best analyzed with the data collected from the Ca sites. Spectral
features of all samples has a high agreement in the first steps of the
absorption process and they begin to rise at 4037.3 eV. However, the
peak features and peak energy scales of the substituted samples are
different from the parent LCLZO (tetragonal) sample. The tetragonal
LCLZO sample spectra has three peaks which are assigned as "A", "B"
and "C", where the substituted samples have only two of them. The
agreement in the spectral features of the Ga substituted samples em-
phasizes the stable Ca coordinations in the sample bulk. Despite the
Ga3+ ions substitution in Ca coordinations, all sample spectra are in
symmetry that highlights Ca preserves its environment and chemical
state.

Spectra of the sample for x= 0.15 edges show a tiny shift to higher
energy and it seems the peak are broadened due to possible vacancies,

where the lower edge has a shift to lower energy side. Despite the peak
broadening at the Ca K-edge spectra, like in the tetragonal LCLZO, of
the sample, the spectral features have cubic LCLZO characteristics. As
the Ga atoms tend to built isolated crystal structures instead of sitting
Ca coordinations, oxygens and its linked lithium atoms separate the Ga
atoms from the heavier La and Zr atoms and reduced the influence of Ga
on the calcium atoms in its close environment. The broad spectra of the
samples highlights the broad molecular band structure with two peaks
below the main edge which is assigned as "D". The lowest peak "B" at
4040.3 eV is due to the 1 s electrons' transition 1 s-3d which is dipole
forbidden but quadrupole allowed. Due to the quantum selection rules
the s and d states are forbidden to the excited 1 s electrons. The dipole
transition is only allowed for 1 s np excitations. But, low amount of 1 s
electrons can find a final state at the unoccupied 3d levels by quadru-
pole transitions. The peak "C" at 4044.5 eV is the lower energy levels
(t2g) of the broad molecular band carries both d and p (via hy-
bridization between O 2p and Ca 3d) quantum symmetry via the mixing
makes the s electrons' transition to p- mixed d levels possible as a final
state. The peak became more strong with the substitution of gallium
atoms where calcium amounts decrease. The main edge peak of the
samples assigned as “D” appear at 4051.4 eV with a tiny shift on the
substituted sample spectra to higher energy side. The main edge is a
result of 1 s 4p transition and has broader peak structure addressing
availability of wide unoccupied p-states on the molecular band of
Ca2+ . The excited electrons have a final state at unoccupied 4p levels
which located well above the valence states and unoccupied 3d levels
they also find a final state at 3d-4p mixed states below the empty 4p
levels which provides also convenient quantum symmetries to occupy.
At 4063.7 eV a shoulder like peak on the 4p level as high energy levels
(eg) which is assigned as “E”.

The Extended-XAFS part (EXAFS) of the XAFS spectra lies just be-
yond the XANES part and the data of the spectra can be extracted from
the spectral fluctuations. The fluctuations on the tail part of the XAFS
spectra are due to the interference of the photoelectrons’ wavefunctions
with the incident x-rays; constructive at positive spectra and destructive
at negative spectra. To extract the EXAFS data from the measured XAFS
spectra for the analysis can easily be done by the ATHENA and
ARTEMIS softwares and processed with the background subtraction
[14].

In Fig. 7a and b, the extracted EXAFS chi (χ) signals of the samples
for x= 0.0, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15 and 0.20 are given in comparison for "χ"
and "k2. χ" values. The scattering intensity is so sensitive to the en-
vironment of the source atom (Ca), from which the excited photoelec-
trons are emitted. In the figures, we compared the scattering intensities

Fig. 6. Compared Ca K-edge absorption spectra of the Li5Ca1-xGaxLa3Zr2O12

series. The peak features are assigned with the capital letters and lines are given
as guide to eyes.

Fig. 7. The scattering of the photoelectrons emitted from the calcium atoms are given as; a. First order of the scattering intensities b. Square power of the wavevector
multiplied scattering intensities to analyze the scattering mechanisms from the heavier atoms in the sample.
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of the samples to see the change in the atomic coordinations or crystal
structure differences around the source Ca atoms. In Fig. 7a, the scat-
tering of the photoelectrons occur at low energy values means longer
mean free path they have. The substituted samples' scattering in-
tensities have high agreement in low "k" values which are different than
the data of the parent tetragonal LCLZO for x=0.00. This is a con-
firmation of the different phase that substituted samples have (cubic).
This is also confirms that no relocations occured on calcium sites, i.e.,
Ca has a stable atomic locations. A broadening in the scattering in-
tensities are appeared at higher "k" values as a result of the photo-
electrons' energy loss during scattering from the neighbor atoms. The
strong reduction in the intensity is a result of presence the heavy atoms
(La, Zr) in the sample structure which increases the interstitial potential
where the photoelectrons travel. The scattering intensity of the sample
for x= 0.15 has higher intensity among the substituted samples but
also in symmetry with them. This feature of the sample scattering in-
tensity is also confirmed the smaller crystallite size with possible short
range disorders in the bulk. Around the center of the k-scale, the
overlapped signal features which seem like a broadening can seen
clearly. The overlapped signals of the photoelectrons are from the
gallium sites having different site symmetries in the bulk and have
seperate coordinations but may have close distances from the source
atom "calcium", i.e., different atomic coordinates in 3D but seem on the
same point at 1D scale.

In Fig. 7b, the square power of “k” provides us a better picture of the
scattering mechanism of the photoelectrons at high energy regions, in
other means of closest environment of the source calcium atoms. In the
figure, the samples for x= 0.10 and 0.20 have high agreement in the
scattering signals, while the samples for x= 0.05 and 0.15 have the
shifts highlighting a structural disorder in the crystal. In the sample for
5% Ga doping, Li5GaO4 isles could be treated as the point disorders.

The fourier transform of EXAFS (chi) signals helps us to transform
the energy values of the signals to real space values where the scat-
tering occurs on a one dimensional axis. The product of the Fourier
transformation is called as Radial distribution function (RDF) data and
gives us one dimensional localization of the neighboring atoms around
the source atom (Ca). Exact atomic types and distances from the source
absorber atom can be identified either by multiplying the RDF data
with “k-weight” or fitting with the calculations. For this study, the
measured spectra are supported by calculations performed by the
FEFF8.2 code [15]. Calculations are used for fits via the generated
scattering paths of the excited photoelectrons. The substituted samples
were determined in two different crystal structures and the RDF ana-
lysis for these samples were carried out in two steps; first for the main
crystal structure Li5Ca1- xGaxLa3Zr2O12 (LCLZO) and secondly on the
Li5GaO4 structures. After the calculations completed, the data com-
bined in their relative ratios. In Fig. 8a, RDF data for the parent tet-
ragonal LCLZO (black) and the sample for x= 0.20 Ga (green) sub-
stitution are given for comparison. The peak positions have mismatch
that confirms the different crystal structure in the samples.

With help of the calculations, atomic distances from the source Ca
atom sitting at the origin and determined types are given in Table 2. In
the figure, first closest atomic types in the 20% Ga substituted samples
are written on their related peaks. In Fig. 8a, all peaks have shifts with
similar peak characteristics, except the peak at around 2.4 Å. According
to the Table 2, the atom at that location is defined as the calcium atom.
The peak preserves its location in both crystal structure and implies that
Ca atoms have stable atomic coordinations due to strong bond with Li+

ions. High intensity reduction at that point and its close neighbor is
confirmed with the analysis and the loss in the amounts of calcium are
due to the Ga substitution in Ca coordinations. In Fig. 8b, all substituted
samples are given in comparison to show the influence of gallium
doping and its amount on the cubic LCLZO crystals. The spectra are
given with in the order of Gallium substitution and ordered from
bottom with less substitution to top with the increasing Ga substitution.
The gallium substitution and the formation of the Li5GaO4 structures in

the bulk appeared with the increased number of the peaks and shift at
the peak positions that reflects the increasing number of Li5GaO4

structures cause atomic shifts.
The atomic response to the increase in Li5GaO4 structures in the

bulk from the members of the sample materials can be probed via the
electronic structure analysis. For this purpose XAS data from the lan-
thanum and oxygen atoms are collected at the BACH beamline of the
Elettra synchrotron laboratory using soft x-rays. Lanthanum was se-
lected as the second probe element because of its being the heaviest
element in the material, has no change in its amount and, it may be
sensitive to the changes in its environment.

The La M4,5-edge absorption spectra in the undoped and doped
LLZO samples are given in Fig. 9 in comparison. For the analysis, the
raw data were processed in some steps. First, raw data were processed
with background subtraction for fitting and normalized accordingly.
Than, the energy scale of the data calibrated using the XPS core level
data of a Au metal. The M4,5-edge absorption spectra is a result of the
transition of the excited 3d3/2 and 3d5/2 electrons to 4f level as a final
state, respectively. The close peak features are due to the 15.8 eV
splitting in the crystal field of the 3d level with spin orbit coupling [16].
The high symmetry in the M4 edge peak features of the compared
spectra is a proof that lanthanum atoms in the sample preserves its both
ionic state and crystal coordinations despite the gallium substitution.

At the Ga3+ substituted samples, peak broadenings are observed
which is related with the difference in the crystal structures. According
to the transition in the crystal structure from tetragonal to cubic with
the Ga3+ substitution, electronic properties in the environment of the
lanthanum atoms changed and that caused broadenings at the peaks,
where substituted samples are observed to have similar peak structures.
The broadening on the peaks is sensitive to the atoms' chemical en-
vironment change and calculation of the lifetime broadenings in the
samples that may give an idea on the influence of change in the elec-
tronic environment of the La atoms both in teragonal and in cubic
structure. The lifetime of the La M5 edges are calculated with the half
width half maximum (HWHM) on the pure LCLZO sample as 0.390 eV,
and the lifetime broadening for the 20% substituted sample are calcu-
lated as 0.392 eV (M5). The tiny increase in the lifetime broadenings in
the substituted samples is a result of the change in the crystal structure
that emerge better electronic interplays with its neighborhood or un-
corrected self-absorption effects. The longer lifetime for the M4 edge
than M5 is related with the result of the Coster-Kronig transition [16].

Another aspect from the most active element, i.e. oxygen, in the
material is important to probe the interplays during the substitution.
Oxygen has links with all other elements and sensitive to all interac-
tions occuring among the sample members. In Fig. 10, O K-edge XAS
spectra of the samples are shown.

In the LCLZO samples, oxygen is the only link that connect all the
atoms with each other to build molecules. In this manner, oxygen can
provide fruitful information about all atoms in the samples to study the
electronic interplay between the members of the molecule. In Fig. 10,
comparison of the O K-edge spectra of all studied samples are given.
The absorption spectra of the K-edge is collected from the electrons’
transition of 1 s core level to the unoccupied 2p valence levels as a final
state. The spectra of the tetragonal LCLZO materials begin to rise at
528 eV and the spectra of all substituted samples rise at 529.3 eV. The
parent LLZO sample have two sharp pre-edge structure which are as-
signed as "A" and "B" and they are related with the 1 s electrons quad-
rupole transitions (dipole forbidden) to unoccupied hybridized pd le-
vels. When two close neighbor atoms in a material get closer to
eachother and if the energy of the outer shells are close enough, elec-
trons' wave functions may couple strongly and overlap to build up
hybridized broad molecular bands. The sharp peaks are transitions of
the excited core 1 s electrons to the low energy (t2g) at 530.4 eV (with
possible hybridization of Ca 4 s levels with the O 2p) and high energy
(eg) at 531.9 eV levels on the hybrid level with π* bonding. By gallium
substitution, the low energy pre-edge peak disappeared. The low energy
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pre-edge peak appeared only in tetragonal LCLZO material. The pre-
edge structure intensities are related with the number of unoccupied
states on the hybridized levels The main edge of the oxygen atoms in
the samples have peaks around 538 eV which is assigned with letter "C"
and is a result of the mechanism of 1 s electrons transition to 2p and
hybridized sp valence levels of the neighbor atoms. The vanished peak
"A" with the Ga3+ substitution points out the change in oxygen co-
ordinations and its influence on Ca2+ ions. Besides, with the con-
tribution of the valence levels of Ga3+ ions, by the hybridization of Ga
3d and O 2p levels, dp hybridized band became more convenient and
ruined the weak contribution from the 4 s level on the hybridized band.
For this point of view, it can be said that, the interplay of the oxygen
atoms on the valence levels of the Ca2+ and Ga3+ ions yield an isolated
"Li5GaO4" crystals in the bulk.

4. Conclusions

In this study, calcium doped Li7La3Zr2O12 (LLZO) were synthesized
as a candidate for the solid state electrolyte material according to the
Li7-2x CaxLa3Zr2O12 (LCLZO) general formula where x has the value
"1.0". The analysis confirmed that a calcium sit in two lithium co-
ordinations; i.e. Ca2+2Li+. However, the Ca2+ doped LCLZO material
were determined as formed in tetragonal structure, not cubic, which has

lower properties for battery electrolytes. In the second step of the study,
with the attemp of the substitution of the Ga3+ ions to the Ca2+ co-
ordinations, the phase of the tetragonal LCLZO structures changed to

Fig. 8. Radial distribution function of the atoms in the Li5Ca1-xGaxLa3Zr2O12 (LCLZO), where a calcium atom sit in the origin. Compared RDF data of the samples with
a. no substitution b. 20% substitution.

Table 2
Nearest neighbors, atomic distances from the Source Ca atom in the sample from x=0.20 substitution; R=R±0.04 Å.

Crystal Coordination Radial Distance R(Å) Geometry SG

Ca-Li 0.820
Ca-O 1.170
Ca-O 1.583
Ca-Ca 1.712 Cubic I-43d

+Ca-O 2.030
Ca-O 2.307
Ca-Ca 2.420
Ca-Ca 2.530 Pn-3:1
Ca-O 2.620
Ca-Li 2.660
Ca-Zr 2.741
Ca-Ga 2.810
Ca-Li 3.030
Ca-La 3.064

Fig. 9. Comparison of the La M4,5-edge absorption spectra in the undoped and
doped LCLZO samples.
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cubic LCLZO structure as reported in the literature. The influence of the
Ga3+ ions in the LLZO were reported with Ga3+ or Al3+ ionic sub-
stitutions in several papers that stabilize the cubic LLZO structure. But,
doped Ga3+ ions are determined to built up isolated “Li5GaO4” (re-
ported as an glass-type solid state electrolyte) instead of sitting in the
Ca2+ coordinations, due to the mismatch both in the ionic radii and
also the ionization.

From the analysis of the O K-edge spectra, it is determined that
oxygen coodinations are the main role player in the crystal structrure
formations in the samples. The mechanisms that cause the formation of
the “Li5GaO4” structures with the Ga3+ substitution revealed by the
XAS study on the O K-edge spectra. The tetragonal LCLZO material has
two pre-edge peaks on the O K-edge. The low energy pre-edge part on
the spectra vanished with the Ga3+ substitution, while the high energy
pre-edge peak became more strong. The hybridization of Ga 3d and O
2p levels ruined the weak contribution from the 4 s level on the

hybridized band.
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